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Dental Wings understands the 

challenges of a fast-growing 

laboratory and has developed 

both standard and completely 

customizable workflows 

covering the spectrum of manual 

and digital manufacturing 

activities in the dental lab.

Employing an intuitive user 

interface, accessible through a 

web browser from any computer 

or tablet, DWOS Lab simplifies 

case management, case-related 

data organization, and monitoring 

of the lab’s activities so you get a 

complete overview in real time.

Innovative scheduling tools, 

operations dashboards, file 

management to and from outside 

partners and dentists, and 

integration with the full range of 

Dental Wings solutions are just a 

part of the power of DWOS Lab.

Get a second opinion from 

a colleague and ensure that 

everyone’s expectations are met by 

facilitating case-sharing with other 

specialists, referring dentists, labs, 

and service providers.

Why choose DWOS Lab?

Make treatment planning a truly 
collaborative process
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Streamline your workflow with 
this breakthrough in cloud-based 
management software

 ► Continuous overview of the 
most relevant data to help 
improve efficiency and effec-
tiveness.

 ► Ability to monitor individual 
workstation level activities 
as well as overall operations 
through key performance 
indicators.

Performance dashboard

 ► Real-time case exchange is 
integrated with Dental Wings 
products, and open to connect 
to any other CAD/CAM process.

 ► Production time is reduced due 
to easy and quick access to 
data and timetables.

 ► Case information is exchanged 
automatically to help eliminate 
double entries and errors.

 ► Customer portals simplify 
communications with dentists.

Productivity boosting tools

 ► Unique Lab-Kanban method-
ology minimizes shelf-time 
between tasks.

 ► Automatic scheduler and auto-
matic flags warn of impending 
delays.

 ► Prioritized tasks by employee 
include details, notes, and 
documents when needed.

 ► Simplified output of travelers 
(case document), shipping 
documents, and invoices.

Data management systems

DISCOVER DWOS Lab

Visit dentalwings.com/videos



View the current 
case schedule based 
on the Kanban

Not respecting critical  
deadlines triggers warnings

Keep track of who did 
what and when

Tasks are automatically assigned  
to technicians in their schedule
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When considering a full-cycle workflow, DWOS Lab is the one place to 

manage your digital and traditional cases seamlessly and simultaneously.

One-stop case management

 ► The production dashboard displays current production load, 
flagged cases to warn of possible delay, plus critical cases 
are monitored, and any outsourced cases are tracked.

 ► Workflows allow for any case-specific adjustments.

 ► Invoices are configurable and all shipments trackable.



View your lab’s 
activity from 
anywhere,  
anytime.



Cases flow through stages of production

Live view of the production floor.
See technicians currently working on tasks
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Based on the manufacturing 

industry’s proven Kanban 

methodology, Lab-Kanban 

improves productivity with 

dynamic worksheets and 

schedules that synchronize 

with any changes in case 

information and priorities.

Enjoy easy access to a dynamically-updated 

list of tasks with important details, notes, 

and documents. As priorities and workloads 

change throughout the day, the master and 

individual schedules update automatically to 

optimize overall throughput of the lab.

Reduce production time 
and boost productivity

Dynamic schedules

Perfectly designed to meet 
the requirements of digital 

dentistry.

 ► Lessen the time it takes to track cases.

 ► Allow employees to focus on what they do 
best – adding important value to lab output.
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Cases entered in DWOS Lab are automatically routed 

to DWOS. Case status is updated in DWOS Lab in 

real-time following the DWOS workflow.

Connectivity to Dental Wings open 
system CAD/CAM software

Eliminate double entries 
and share real-time status
Eliminate double entries 

and share real-time 
status.
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